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Solid state neutron detection devices based on semiconducting boron carbide have
the potential for nearly ideal neutron detection efficiency for thermal neutrons. The
present work is focussed on characterizing optical properties of this semiconducting
boron carbide material as a step in further development of the material for neutron
detection and other applications.
Semiconducting boron carbide films were grown on silicon substrates using plasma
enhanced chemical vapor deposition and their optical properties were characterized
using variable angle spectroscopic ellipsometry over a wide spectral range, from
mid-infrared to vacuum-ultraviolet wavelengths. The effects of deposition substrate
temperature and of post-deposition heat treatments on the optical properties of
these films were investigated. Quantitative material parameters, such as the infrared
resonant frequencies and optical band gaps, were obtained using parameterized line
shape models and regression analysis. Clear evidence was found for the incorporation
of hydrogen in the boron carbide films during deposition, and for hydrogen elimination
and the development of an icosahedral structural signature during annealing.
X-ray diffraction and transmission electron microscopy techniques were also used
to characterize the structural properties of the boron carbide films.
This work is dedicated to my beloved parents Srinivasa Rao Billa and Varalaxmi Billa.
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11. Introduction
The detection of neutrons is critical to many applications and spans across a wide
range of scientific disciplines:
1. In radiation safety – monitoring of nuclear reactors, spent fuel storage facilities
and nuclear power plants.
2. In particle physics – detection of secondary neutrons in cosmic rays and improving
neutrino detectors through neutron detection [1].
3. In materials science – characterizing the morphology of materials at the angstrom
level through neutron scattering.
4. In defense applications – monitoring nuclear weapons storage facilities and illicit
trafficking activities. According to the Illicit Trafficking Database provided by
the International Atomic Energy Agency, there were 827 reported incidents of
illicit trafficking in the years 1993–2005 and 103 of them being reported in 2005
alone [2].
5. In extra-planetary exploration to detect water-ice through mapping of sub surface
hydrogen. Recently in 2008 a Russian made Lunar Exploration Neutron Detector
was launched by NASA for the Lunar Reconnaissance Orbiter mission to detect
water on moon [3].
26. In monitoring the neutron dose in boron neutron capture therapy for the treat-
ment of malignant tumors.
Neutrons can be detected through the use of nuclear reactions resulting in energetic
charged particles which can be detected using a variety of charged particle detectors
such as the gas-based proportional counters and ionization chambers, scintillation
detectors and semiconductor detectors [4]. An ideal neutron detector would be one
which provides high detection efficiencies, is insensitive to other forms of radiation,
thereby minimizing the risk of false positives, provides real-time detection results with
good spatial resolution, operates at low voltage, requires little power and is cheap
to build. Most current gas-based neutron detection devices lack at least one of the
above desired characteristics of an ideal neutron detector. In order to overcome the
drawbacks of the gas-based detectors, solid state neutron detection devices have been
proposed as an alternative with a potential to overcome all the drawbacks. Although
researchers have successfully demonstrated the neutron detection capability of solid
state detectors [5, 6], 100% neutron detection efficiency has yet to be achieved.
For efficient neutron detection, semiconducting boron carbide layers with large
10B-equivalent thickness, which can generate a large number of electron-hole pairs on
neutron capture are desired. The number of electron-hole pairs generated on neutron
capture is dependent on the energy of the neutron capture products and the average
energy to create an electron-hole pair Eav, which is related to the band gap of the
boron carbide material as [7]:
Eav = 2.67Eg + 0.87 [eV ] (1.1)
In this work, the optical characteristics of plasma enhanced chemical vapor de-
posited (PECVD) semiconducting boron carbide and the influence of growth parame-
3ters and high temperature post-deposition treatments on these optical characteristics is
investigated and important quantitative material parameters such as optical band gap,
infrared resonant frequencies and hydrogen content are obtained, as part of research
whose goal is to be able to grow semiconducting boron carbide in thick enough layers
and devices that highly efficient, nearly ideal thermal neutron detectors might be
attainable.
1.1 Motivation
A neutron may interact with a material in any of the following ways: scattering,
absorption and capture. The basis of most neutron detectors is the capture of neutrons
by elemental isotopes in a material which may further decompose into daughter
products and/or other forms of detectable radiation. The probability of a neutron
interacting with a material depends on the cross-section of the interaction. The
neutron interaction cross-section of an isotope of a chemical element is the effective
cross-sectional area that an atom of that isotope presents to neutron interactions such
as scattering, absorption and capture. The cross-sections of neutron interactions are
usually measured in the units of barns, which is equivalent to 1×10−24 cm2. The
cross-section depends on the type of material, the type of interaction and the energy
of the incident neutrons. There are only a few elements in the periodic table with
isotopes of suitably high neutron capture cross-sections, which can ideally be used for
neutron detector materials, for example, He3, Li6, B10, Gd155 and Gd157. The neutron
capture cross-sections of these isotopes are shown in Figure 1.1. An isotope of interest
for this work is B10, which occurs naturally with an an isotopic abundance of 19.9%.
A plot of various cross-sections of the B10 isotope against the incident neutron energy
is shown in Figure 1.2. B10 has a very large capture cross-section of about 3840 barns
4Figure 1.1: Neutron capture cross-sections of isotopes from ENDF/B-VII [8].
Figure 1.2: Elastic, Inelastic, Capture and Total neutron cross-section of B-10 isotope
from ENDF/B-VII [8].
5for low energy thermal neutrons (0.025 eV) [4], while in comparison, Li6 and Gd157
have thermal neutron capture cross-sections of ∼2360 barns and ∼3205× 102 barns
respectively. At the thermal energies the neutron capture is the dominant contribution
to the total capture cross-section with a very little contribution from the elastic and
inelastic scattering reactions. The reaction which describes the conversion of slow
thermal neutrons into directly detectable particles is the 10B(n,α) reaction, written as:
10B + n→ 7Li (0.84 MeV ) +4 He (1.47 MeV ) + γ (0.48 MeV ) (1.2)
10B + n→ 7Li (1.02 MeV ) +4 He (1.78 MeV ) (1.3)
The reaction in Equation 1.1 has a 94% probability of occurrence resulting in the
release of 0.84 MeV Li ion in a nuclear excited state and a 1.47 MeV alpha particle.
The Li ion quickly de-excites to the ground state releasing a 0.48 MeV γ ray. The
reaction in Equation 1.2 has a 6% probability of occurrence, releasing a 1.02 MeV
Li ion in the ground state and a 1.78 MeV alpha particle [4]. The boron reaction is
widely used in a number of gas-based neutron detectors including the BF3 proportional
tube, boron-lined proportional counters, and boron-loaded scintillators [4]. Due to the
inherent limitations of the gas-based detectors, researchers have developed boron-based
solid state devices with conversion layers [5, 9, 10]. These devices consist of a boron
rich layer which captures the incident neutrons and the resultant capture products,
energetic charged particles are detected by an adjacent semiconducting layer.
Although these boron-based solid state devices address some of the limitations
of the gas-based detectors, they are still not ideal in terms of efficiency since the
capture products lose energy in the capture layer before reaching the charged particle
detector, while some capture products never make it out the capture layer thus greatly
degrading the efficiency of the conversion layer devices [11]. In order to make the solid
6state neutron detection devices 100% efficient one must make use of the full energy
deposited by the neutron capture products, including the energy deposited in the
neutron capture region of the detector. This requires that the material used for the
capture region of the detector to be semiconducting. Such a material, a boron-rich
form of semiconducting born carbide was realized by Lee et al [12]. Subsequently a
number of devices were fabricated based on this form of semiconducting boron carbide
[13], and have been demonstrated successfully as solid-state neutron detection devices
[6]. More recently Harken and Robertson have shown by theoretical modeling that if
10B enriched boron-carbide material of optimal quality and in the thickness range 20–50
µm are used in the fabrication of solid-state neutron detectors, the normal-incidence
thermal neutron detection efficiencies could reach 60% to 90% [11, 14].
1.2 Related Work
Boron carbide is the third hardest material known to mankind after diamond and
cubic boron nitride, with a high melting point of 2350 ◦C [15]. It was first discovered
in 1858 by Wohler [16]. The most well known and commonly used form of boron
carbide, B4C was assigned its stoichiometric formula in 1934 [16]. The excellent
properties of boron carbide such as low specific gravity, extreme hardness and wear
resistance, high mechanical strength at low and high temperatures, thermal and
chemical resistance, and its nuclear properties, enables it to be used in a wide variety
of applications such as abrasives, light-weight bullet proof armor, wear resistant nozzles
for abrasive fluids, and neutron absorbing tiles [16]. Boron carbide is produced in
industrial quantities by the reduction of boron anhydrides, hot pressing and pressureless
sintering [16, 17]. Laboratory methods of boron carbide preparation include pyrolysis,
physical and chemical vapor deposition [16–18]. A comprehensive review can be found
7in Refs. [16, 17] which discuss in detail the various aspects of boron carbide.
A semiconducting form of boron carbide was proposed by Robson in 1959 [19],
through a series of thermodynamic calculations he predicted the existence of a stable
semiconducting form which is unlike the more common insulating and ceramic form
B4C. Since then an increased interest was shown in the fabrication of this semi-
conducting variety of boron carbides. It was not until many years later that such a
semiconducting form of boron carbide was first achieved through plasma decomposition
of pentaborane (B5H9) and methane (CH4) [12, 20], later semiconducting boron car-
bide films were also prepared by plasma-enhanced chemical vapor deposition (PECVD)
of closo-1,2,-dicarbodecaborane (ortho-carborane) [6, 13, 21–34]. Hot pressing of
boron and carbon powders [35], and synchrotron-radiation induced chemical vapor
deposition [21, 36] have also been shown as feasible methods to achieve semiconducting
boron carbide. Both n-type and p-type semiconducting varieties of boron carbide
were achieved by the use of dopants such as Ni [23, 25, 26, 37, 38], P [37, 39], Fe
[38] and Co [38, 40, 41]. Recently Caruso et al. have demonstrated the fabrication
of a novel pn-junction diode in which both the p and n layers are derived from the
plasma decomposition of isomers of a source compound closo-dicarbodecaborane.
[28, 29] These two isomers which differ only in the placement of the carbon atoms
in the icosahedra, namely closo-1,2,-dicarbodecaborane (ortho-carborane) and closo-
1,7,-dicarbodecaborane (meta-carborane) result in p-type and n-type semiconducting
boron carbide upon plasma decomposition.
PECVD boron carbide films were successfully grown on a variety of substrates
including, Si [12, 20, 23], SiC [13, 42] and Al2O3 [43] and were used to build several
device structures such as heterojunction [21, 23, 36] and homojunction diodes [26],
tunnel diodes [23, 26], transistors [24], magnetic tunnel junction devices [27] and
heteroisomeric diodes [28, 29]. Heterojunction diode devices made with PECVD
8semiconducting boron carbide have been successfully demonstrated as solid-state
thermal neutron detectors [6, 44]. The heteroisomeric diode devices by Caruso et
al. also demonstrated thermal neutron detection [31, 45] and photovoltaic behavior
[28, 29]. The efficiency and pulse height spectra of semiconducting boron carbide
devices were modeled using an advanced simulation package GEANT4 by Lundstedt
et al. [46] and also by a simple analytical model by Harken et al. [11, 14] Although the
more common crystalline, ceramic type of boron carbide with compositions ranging
from B4C to B13C2 is well studied and understood, the studies on the structural
properties and their influence on the physical properties of semiconducting boron
carbide are very limited. While some early X-Ray diffraction studies done by Byun et
al. indicated a microcrystalline nature of the PECVD grown semiconducting boron
carbide [21], later studies by Adenwalla et al. indicated a highly crystalline form
of boron carbide obtained using similar deposition methods [13, 42]. Lunca-Popa
et al. have suggested the existence of multiple polytypes of PECVD grown boron
carbide through transmission electron microscopy analysis [47]. Ahmad et al. used
variable angle spectroscopic ellipsometry (VASE) to determine the optical constants
of PECVD grown boron carbide films on glass substrates [22]. However these optical
constants were obtained in a very limited visible spectral region (1.24 – 4 eV). While
Fourier-transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) analysis of PECVD boron carbide by
Adenwalla et al. [42]. suggested little overall evidence of hydrogen incorporation, more
recent FTIR studies by Schulz et al. indicated significant hydrogen incorporation in the
PECVD grown boron carbide films using the same source compound, ortho-carborane
[33]. Schulz et al. have found that the hydrogen concentration in the boron carbide
films scaled as a function the flowrate of ortho-carborane source vapor introduced into
the reaction chamber during deposition.
91.3 Outline
The present work is outlined as follows:
The plasma enhanced chemical vapor deposition technique which is the key towards
the fabrication of a semiconducting variety of boron carbide is introduced in this
chapter. Various aspects of this technique, including the choice of the source compound,
the design and construction of the deposition chamber, the deposition parameters and
the procedures are discussed here. The spectroscopic ellipsometry concept introduced
in Section 2.3, is fundamental to the work presented here. This section outlines
the necessary mathematical formalisms to describe the propagation of light within
stratified optical systems with plane, parallel interfaces and the treatment of an
external electromagnetic plane wave response of and optical system using Jones matrix
and Muller matrix formalisms. Moreover the different instruments used to measure the
ellipsometric data are described in the subsequent sections. In the following section
different approaches for the ellipsometry data analysis are discussed.
The following chapter (Ch. 3) discusses the infrared optical characteristics of the
boron carbide films and the effect of extended annealing at high temperatures on
the infrared optical properties and the structural properties. This chapter is almost
entirely based on the work published in the Journal of Applied Physics, 106, 033515
(2009) by Billa et al. [34].
Chapter 4 provides a comprehensive study of the optical properties of the as-
deposited and high temperature annealed boron carbide films in the visible to vacuum-
ultraviolet and mid-infrared spectral regions. The evidence of hydrogen incorporation
in as-deposited films and de-hydrogenation upon high temperature annealing is shown.
The structural properties are investigated using XRD and TEM studies. The effect
of annealing in a hydrogen rich atmosphere on the optical characteristics is also
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investigated. Finally the band gap values of the boron carbide material are extracted
through Tauc plots and a comparison is made with previously reported values.
The effects of varying deposition substrate temperatures during the PECVD growth
of the boron carbide films on their optical characteristics is illustrated in Chapter 5.
This work is concluded with a summary of the key findings in Chapter 6.
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2. Experimental Methods
A variety of sample fabrication and characterization techniques were used for the
research work presented in this dissertation. This chapter briefly outlines the principles
and characteristics of these techniques. B5C thin films were fabricated using the
plasma enhanced chemical vapor deposition (PECVD) technique. The characterization
techniques used for this work fall into two categories, optical characterization and
structural characterization. The spectroscopic ellipsometry (SE) technique has been
used extensively over a wide spectral range starting from mid-infrared (mid-IR) to
the vacuum-ultraviolet (VUV) region, to characterize the optical properties of B5C
thin films. X-ray diffraction (XRD) and transmission electron microscopy (TEM)
techniques were employed for structural characterization of B5C thin films, which give
access to information such as crystallinity, thickness, interface roughness and density.
2.1 Source Compound
Closo-1,2,-dicarbodecaborane (C2B10H12; ortho-carborane), a white crystalline solid
in powder form at room temperature, with a melting temperature of 260 ◦C [1], was
used to deposit boron carbide thin films using the plasma enhanced chemical vapor
deposition (PECVD) technique. Ortho-carborane with 98% purity was purchased from
Sigma-Aldrich Co. Ortho-carborane is a stable, non-toxic source of B and C and has
been successfully used to grow both p-type (self-doped) semiconducting boron carbide
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Figure 2.1: Ball and stick models of the isomers of closo-carboranes, ortho-, meta-, and
para- carborane. Figure adapted from Brown et al. [13].
films on Si [2–4] and SiC [5] substrates as well as n-type semiconducting boron carbide
films (ortho-carborane doped with nickelocene, Ni(C5H5)2) on Si [6–9]. Isomeric
variations of closo-1,2,-dicarbodecaborane (C2B10H12; ortho-carborane) differing only
in the placement of the C atoms in the icosahedra cage (See Fig. 2.1), namely closo-
1,7,-dicarbodecaborane (meta-carborane) [10–12] and closo-1,12,-dicarbodecaborane
(para-carborane) [11, 12] have also been used as sources of B and C to deposit boron
carbide films.
A 5:1 ratio of boron to carbon atoms in the source compound (ortho-carborane)
results in PECVD boron carbide films with composition close to B5C. Hence, PECVD
boron carbide films are subsequently referred to as B5C films.
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2.2 Plasma Enhanced Chemical Vapor Deposition
The plasma enhanced chemical vapor deposition (PECVD) technique, also known
as plasma assisted chemical vapor deposition (PACVD), is a widely used deposition
technique in the semiconductor industry for the deposition of crystalline and amorphous
films, dielectrics, passivation films such as silicon oxide and silicon nitride [14]. The
advantage of the PECVD technique over the other more conventional chemical vapor
deposition (CVD) techniques such as thermal CVD is that the films can be deposited at
a much lower temperature and higher growth rates. PECVD is especially suitable for
the deposition of films where the diffusion of dopants is critical. The energy necessary
for the deposition is supplied not by the heated chamber but the excited gas or plasma.
The plasma consists of free moving electrons, ions and neutrals. Throughout, the
plasma is electrically neutral on average. In a capacitively driven radio frequency
discharge(RF), the oscillating electrons responding to the instantaneous electric fields
produced by the RF voltage, create a net positive sheath region near the electrodes,
while the heavier ions only respond to the time-averaged electric fields. The potential
difference between the sheath and the plasma creates an electric field causing the ions
to accelerate towards the electrodes, leading to energetic-ion bombardment at the
surface, resulting in deposition.
2.2.1 Reactor Design
The PECVD system used in this work is a custom built, capacitively coupled parallel
plate reactor based on the standard Gaseous Electronics Conference reference cell
design [15, 16]. The reactor consists of a main deposition chamber, a second load lock
chamber and the gas handling system.
The deposition chamber is a 10 in inner diameter UHV stainless steel spherical
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reactor with six 6 in conflat flanges purchased from Kimball Physics Inc., Wilton, NH.
The reactor consists of upper and lower 3.5 in diameter flat electrodes spaced by 2 cm.
The top, powered, electrode is a stainless steel disc pierced by many holes to serve as a
showerhead mechanism which allows the flow of gas and/or source compound vapor into
the reactor for etching and/or deposition. This electrode is powered by a 13.56 MHz
radio frequency power supply (Dressler Inc., Campbell, CA). The bottom, substrate,
electrode a molybdenum disc with a substrate carrier ring accommodates substrates
up to 3 in in diameter. This electrode is radiatively heated by two quartz-halogen
lamps and can be grounded electrically or be powered by a separate low-frequency RF
power supply. The substrate temperature is monitored with a K-type thermocouple
attached to the molybdenum electrode. Vacuum is generated inside the deposition
chamber with the aid of a mechanical pump and a turbo molecular pump which
can be used to evacuate the chamber below 1×10−7 Torr. The pressure inside the
deposition chamber can be maintained at any desired value between 0–1000 mTorr
with a variable opening butterfly valve separating the deposition chamber and the
turbo molecular pump. To avoid cold spots during deposition, the deposition chamber
is always maintained at a temperature of 90 ◦C. Uniform heat distribution is aided
by a heating tape wound over silicone foam insulation and is assisted by an external
aluminum foil wrap to minimize heat losses to the ambient air.
An attached load lock chamber constructed using a 6-way stainless steel cross
with 6 in conflat flanges allows for sample loading and aids in maintaining deposition
chamber cleanliness by not having to expose the deposition chamber to ambient
laboratory air. The load lock is equipped with a custom designed transfer fork
mechanism for loading samples into the deposition chamber. The load lock chamber
also serves as a sputtering chamber, with its top flange fitted with two DC magnetron
sputtering guns for depositing metal contacts on top of the B5C thin films for making
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electrical measurements. The load lock chamber is evacuated with a separate set of
turbo molecular pump and a mechanical pump to a base pressure below 1×10−8 Torr.
For controlled introduction of the reactor gas (argon) and the source molecule
vapor into the deposition chamber, a gas manifold is used that includes three mass
flow controllers (MFC) installed on parallel stainless tubing, capable of adjusting the
gas flowrate between 0-10 standard cubic centimeters per minute. The MFCs handle
the flow of pure argon and the flow of the argon through the glass vials containing the
source molecules for deposition. The ortho-carborane source molecule vial is heated
to a sublimation temperature of 90 ◦C and its vapor is conveyed into the PECVD
chamber with the argon carrier gas.
2.3 Spectroscopic Ellipsometry
Spectroscopic ellipsometry (SE) determines the complex-valued ratio ρ of polarized
plane wave components. This ratio is expressed by the two real-valued ellipsometric
parameters Ψ and ∆ as [17]:
ρ ≡ Bp/Ap
Bs/As
= tan(Ψ)ei∆, (2.1)
where Ap, As, Bp, and Bs denote the complex-valued amplitudes of the incident
and reflected plane wave components respectively with polarization parallel (p) and
perpendicular (s) to the plane of incidence as illustrated in the reflection arrangement
shown in Figure. 2.2.
For an ideal non-depolarizing sample with plane parallel interfaces such as a
semiconductor layer structure, the ellipsometric parameters Ψ and ∆ depend on the
energy of the incident electromagnetic wave E = ~ω, the angle of incidence Φa, the
dielectric functions ε of each of the semiconductor layers including their directional
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dependencies (anisotropy), the layer thicknesses and their sequence and the dielectric
function of the substrate supporting the layer stack. The incident electromagnetic light
wave has a finite beam width and illuminates a different area of the sample depending
on the angle of incidence. Although this is not a concern for ideal non-depolarizing
samples with plane parallel interfaces, samples with non-uniform thickness cause
depolarization of the incident electromagnetic wave at certain angles of incidence.
In general, stratified model calculations are necessary for SE data analysis [18] and
the selection of an appropriate model is crucial to obtaining meaningful results from
the ellipsometry data analysis, as is further discussed in Section 2.3.4. The external
electromagnetic plane wave response can be represented in the Jones or the Muller
matrix formalisms. Although both representations are related to one another, they
are not always equivalent. Depolarization of light upon interaction with an optical
system cannot be treated with the Jones matrix formalism. A direct relationship
exists between the Jones and Muller matrix formalisms when the optical system’s
response is completely non-depolarizing in nature.
2.3.1 Jones Matrix Formalism
The Jones reflection matrix J for a sample with plane parallel boundaries is defined by
the Jones vector of the incident A = (Ap, As)
T and reflected light wave B = (Bp, Bs)
T :
B = JA. (2.2)
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Figure 2.2: The plane of incidence is defined by the wave vector of the incident and
emerging waves (reflected at an angle of incidence Φa) and the normal to the sample surface.
The complex valued p-polarized and s-polarized plane wave amplitudes before and after the
reflection are denoted by Ap, As, Bp, and Bs respectively.
Therefore, the Jones matrix J contains four complex-valued elements, which are also
known as the polarized Fresnel reflection coefficients:
J =
 rpp rps
rsp rss
 . (2.3)
The Jones vector elements present the s-polarized and p-polarized components of the
plane waves as shown in Figure. 2.2, with:
Jij ≡
(
Bi
Aj
)
Ai=0
. (2.4)
The Jones matrix provides a complete mathematical representation of the electromag-
netic plane wave response of a non-depolarizing sample, which allows the analysis of
ellipsometry data for non-depolarizing situations.
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2.3.2 Muller Matrix Formalism
The Muller matrix provides an alternative description of the polarized plane wave
response of a sample, which can also account for depolarization when combined with
the Stokes vector formalism. The real valued Stokes parameters Si, i = 0 . . . 3, for an
electromagnetic plane wave with p- and s- polarizations are expressed as [17]:
S0 = Ip + Is ,
S1 = Ip − Is ,
S2 = I+45 − I−45 ,
S3 = Iσ+ − Iσ− ,
(2.5)
where Ip, Is,I+45,I−45, Iσ+, and Iσ− denote the intensities for the p, s, +45◦, −45◦,
right-, and left-handed circularly polarized light components, respectively [17, 19].
The Muller matrix and the stokes vector are related by:
Sout = MSin , (2.6)
where Sin and Sout are the stokes vectors before and after the interaction with the
optical system and M the Muller matrix:
M =

M11 · · · M14
...
. . .
...
M41 · · · M44
 . (2.7)
The Muller matrix has the advantage of handling situations with partial depolariza-
tion of the electromagnetic plane wave. Details of this this concept and its use in
ellipsometry are discussed by Ro¨seler [19] and by Azzam and Bashara [17].
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2.3.3 Experimental Setup
Ellipsometry measurements are superior to reflection measurements in general because
the two independently measured parameters (Ψ and ∆) instead of one (reflectivity)
can be determined with high accuracy. Both the real and imaginary parts of the
dielectric function are obtained from the ellipsometric data without the need for further
Kramers-Kronig analysis, which is required for reflection experiments. Background
measurements, which are required for reflection and transmission experiments, can be
completely avoided in ellipsometric measurements. Atmospheric absorption due to
water vapor in the mid-infrared wavelength region, which influences reflection mea-
surements, is not a concern for the ellipsometry measurements. Slow time dependent
changes of atmospheric conditions cancel out during the data acquisition procedure.
However, ellipsometry measurements are not immune to large and sudden changes in
the atmospheric conditions.
For this work, spectroscopic ellipsometry measurements from the mid-infrared to
the vacuum-ultraviolet spectral region have been carried out. Ellipsometry measure-
ments in the mid-infrared to ultraviolet spectral region were made on three different
ellipsometers at the University of Nebraska-Lincoln and vacuum-ultraviolet ellipsome-
try measurements were made on a VUV-VASE at the J. A. Woollam Co., Lincoln,
NE.
2.3.3.1 Mid-Infrared Ellipsometry
A commercially available Fourier-transform based variable angle of incidence spec-
troscopic ellipsometer (IR-VASETM, J. A. Woollam Co., Lincoln, NE) was used for
measurements in the mid-infrared spectral range. It is a fully automated system
operating in the rotating-polarizer/sample/rotating-compensator/analyzer configura-
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tion. Infrared radiation is focussed on to a high precision θ/2θ goniometer attached
to the sample mount. The beam diameter at the sample surface is ∼5 mm with a
beam divergence of 3◦. The sample alignment is ensured with a HeNe laser and a
four-quadrant detector. Ellipsometric data form this instrument can be obtained in
the wavenumber region from ∼300 to ∼6000 cm−1 (∼0.037 to ∼0.744 meV) with a
resolution as high as 1 cm−1. The angle of incidence Φa can be varied between 35◦ and
90◦. A Deuterated Triglycine Sulfate (DTGS) detector measures the intensity of the
light reflected off of the sample at various polarizer-compensator-analyzer positions.
2.3.3.2 Near-Infrared to Ultraviolet Ellipsometry
In the near-infrared to the ultraviolet spectral range (∼0.73 to ∼5.5 eV), a commer-
cially a available rotating-analyzer variable angle-of-incidence (V-VASETM, J. A. Wool-
lam Co., Lincoln, NE) was used. A 75 W Xe arc lamp serves as the light source. This
system is equipped with an automated compensator (Berek waveplate) which allows
the accurate determination of the ellipsometric parameter ∆. A tandem detector made
of Si and InGaAs diodes is used to obtain the data in the above mentioned spectral
range. The diameter of the light beam at the sample surface is approximately 2 mm.
Measurements can be made at various angles of incidence ranging from Φa =15
◦ to 90◦.
The sample tilt is adjusted at perpendicular incidence with a four-quadrant detector.
The V-VASE is capable of measuring data with a very high resolution of 0.001 eV.
2.3.4 Data Analysis
In theory, Jones or Mueller matrix elements at each wavelength are dependent on the
thickness d and the dielectric function ε of each of the sample constituents, which
can be determined by ellipsometric measurements. However, in order to achieve this,
stratified model calculations have to be performed to obtain ε and d of materials in
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layered sample structures [18]. A standard model used in analyzing the ellipsometric
data is a sequence of homogenous layers with smooth plane parallel interfaces. The
propagation of light within these layers of the sample is calculated using standard
matrix formalism for multilayered systems with plane paralleled interfaces, detailed
descriptions of which can be found in numerous publications [17, 20, 21]. Ellipsometry
data in this work was analyzed using the software package WVASE32TM available
from J. A. Woollam Co., Lincoln, NE. Depending on the the parameters of interest,
different data analysis approaches are employed.
2.3.4.1 Wavelength-by-Wavelength Analysis
Wavelength-by-wavelength analysis (point-by-point fits) are performed, when the ε
values of interest are extracted from the experimental data (obtained at multiple angles
of incidence and at multiple sample azimuths) at each wavelength and are independent
of all the other spectral data points. For this procedure to work, the thickness and
the ε values of all the other constituents of the sample structure have to be known. In
order to obtain physically meaningful parameters such as the critical point energies,
band gap values and broadening parameters, the dielectric functions obtained by the
wavelength-by-wavelength analysis must be compared with line shape models. The
intermediate step of extracting the dielectric function from the point-by-point fits
can be avoided by fitting the experimental data directly with parameterized model
dielectric functions. However, the wavelength-by-wavelength analysis is preferred for
the analysis of bulk samples since the experimental data can be directly inverted
numerically to obtain the dielectric functions without any model assumptions.
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2.3.4.2 Model Dielectric Function Analysis
A much more robust procedure to obtain the dielectric functions of materials is to
fit parameterized model dielectric functions (MDF) directly to the experimentally
measured data simultaneously at all the data points. The MDF approach provides a
direct relationship with the measured data and the physical parameters of interest.
Parametric modeling further prevents measurement noise from becoming a part of
the extracted dielectric function and reduces the number of free parameters. During
the data analysis, all the parameters are varied until the calculated spectra and the
measured spectra match closely. For fast convergence, the Levenberg-Marquardt
fitting algorithm is used to vary the model parameters until the weighted test function
ξ2 (mean squared error, MSE) is minimized [22]:
ξ2 =
1
2N −M
N∑
j=1
(Ψmodj −Ψexpj
σexpΨ,j
)2
+
(
∆modj −∆expj
σexp∆,j
)2 , (2.8)
where M is the total number of real valued parameters varied during the fitting and
N is the total number of measured data pairs (Ψexpj ,∆
exp
j ). The standard deviations
of these measured data pairs are denoted by (σexpΨ,j , σ
exp
∆,j) [18, 23]. The data pairs
(Ψmodj ,∆
mod
j ) are the calculated ellipsometric parameters at a photon energy E = ~ωj .
The correlation between the different adjusted parameters and the confidence limit
of each individual fit parameter are of particular importance in the regression analysis.
These two quantities can be derived from the curvature matrix α:
αkl =
N∑
j=1
(
1
σ2
Ψexpj
δΨmodj δΨ
mod
j
δakδal
+
1
σ2
∆expj
δ∆modj δ∆
mod
j
δakδal
)
, (2.9)
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which is the inverse of the covariance matrix given by
C ≡ α−1. (2.10)
The standard 90% confidence limit L and the figure of merit (FOM) for the j-th
parameter is given by
Lj = 1.65
√
Cjj. (2.11)
and
FOMj = Lj ·
√
MSE. (2.12)
where Cjj is the jth diagonal element of the covariance matrix. The “error bars” on
a fit parameter are calculated using the figure of merit (FOM) by the WVASE32TM
software program. The fit parameters are returned in the format FitV alue± FOM .
The parameter correlation coefficients can be obtained from C by:
Sjk =
Cjk√
Cjj
√
Ckk
. (2.13)
Correlation between the j-th and k-th fit parameter exists if Sjk ∼ 1. For a correct and
unique analysis, it has to be assured that only negligible correlation or no correlation
occurs between fit parameters.
2.3.4.3 Multiple-Sample Analysis
If the fit parameters are correlated or if the confidence limits are too large, one can
either modify the model to omit the correlating parameters or include further SE
experimental data, which might provide sensitivity to the critical parameters. A very
potent means of eliminating strong parameter correlations from complex models is
the technique of multiple-sample analysis. Data measured from n different samples
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is analyzed with n different models, which have a common set of parameters. These
parameters are assumed to be identical for each individual sample. The frequently
occurring problem of strong correlation between the index of refraction and the layer
thickness of a sample can be solved using this technique. Even for small sample sets,
this correlation between the refractive index and layer thickness can be decreased
considerably by using the appropriate sample set, samples with considerably different
layer thickness, in this case.
Another technique for solving the correlation problem is to study the optical
response of a single sample by modifying some parameters such as the temperature,
pressure, or electrical and magnetic fields. For this technique to work, one must
have knowledge of the effect of the modified quantity on the MDF of the sample.
This technique is more advantageous than the multiple-sample analysis since all the
measurements are obtained from a single sample.
2.4 X-Ray Diffraction
X-ray diffraction (XRD) technique is widely used in the materials science field to
determine the crystallinity of materials, the structure and orientation of crystals, the
proportion and the type of phases present, and the measurement of strain and grain
size. The basis of this technique is that, an incident electromagnetic wave of suitable
wavelength, of the order of inter-atomic spacings, can be scattered by the atoms of
a sample material. The regular arrangement of the atoms in material gives rise to
constructive and destructive interference of the scattered waves in accordance with
Bragg’s Law, given by [24]:
2d sin θ = nλ (2.14)
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where d is the inter-planar spacing, θ is the scattering angle, n is the order of diffraction
and λ is the wavelength of the incident x-ray radiation. The Bragg condition for
example in a regularly arranged crystalline solid is illustrated in Figure. 2.3. The
waves scattered from lattice planes separated by the inter-planar spacing d interfere
constructively and remain in phase since the path length difference of each wave is
equal to an integer multiple of the wavelength. The path difference between two waves
undergoing constructive interference is given by 2d sin θ. An x-ray diffraction pattern
is obtained by measuring the intensity of the scattered waves as a function of the
scattering angle. Strong peaks in the diffraction pattern known as Bragg peaks are
observed whenever the scattered waves satisfy the Bragg condition. The intensity
of the Bragg peaks depends on several contributing factors, including the size and
orientation of the crystals, defects in the structure, and the composition of the material.
Temperature variations or thermal vibrations lead to small displacements of atoms in
a material, which in turn results in reduced intensity of the diffraction pattern [25]:
The width of the Bragg peaks is also related to the crystallite size. Smaller crystallite
regions give rise to broader intensity peaks, spread over a range of angles. Furthermore,
defects in crystalline material such as, voids, dislocations, faults, or interstitial atoms
lead to straining in the inter-planar spacing, which also results in broadening of the
diffracted intensities. In addition to these, there is also extraneous broadening due
to other causes, including the finite slit widths, sample size, penetration in sample,
and imperfect focussing and this is termed as “instrumental broadening” [25]. XRD
measurements on the B5C films on Si substrates were performed on a Rigaku Multiflex
X-ray diffractometer with a Cu-Kα radiation of wavelength 1.5418 A˚. The instrument
was calibrated using a standard powdered silicon test sample, with the (111) peak
of Si (2θ=28.54◦) as the reference. The zero-error offset of the Si(111) peak location
was applied to the true measured data on the B5C samples. In order to obtain the
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Figure 2.3: Bragg diffraction from a crystal lattice. Plane waves incident on a crystal
lattice at an angle θ partially reflected by successive parallel crystal planes of spacing d,
constructively interfere when the the Bragg condition 2d sin θ = nλ is satisfied. Figure
adapted from [26].
diffraction data, the XRD instrument was operated at a power of 40 kV and 44 mA.
Slit widths of 1 mm were chosen for both the divergence slit and the scattering slit,
while 0.3 mm was chosen for the receiving slit. The data was collected in the 2θ range
20-100◦ at 0.01◦ increments with a scan speed of 0.2◦/min.
2.5 Transmission Electron Microscopy
Transmission electron microscopy similar to optical microscopy in many respects,
except that it uses electrons instead of photons. A transmission electron microscope
(TEM) yields similar information to that of a transmission light microscope in the
sense that whatever part is transmitted is projected on to a screen for the user to view.
When a beam of electrons is incident on a sufficiently thick bulk specimen, some of
the electrons are backscattered. Some electrons may interact with outer shell electrons
of the atoms of the specimen and may generate secondary electrons. The ionization
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of core levels of atoms in the specimen leads to the generation of Auger electrons
and x-rays. On the other hand, if a beam of electrons is incident on a sufficiently
thin specimen, they may all be transmitted through the specimen. These transmitted
electrons may be scattered (both elastically and inelastically) or unscattered [27]. The
transmission of the unscattered electrons decreases with increasing specimen thickness.
Thicker areas of the specimen will result in fewer transmitted unscattered electrons and
will appear darker in a bright field image, conversely thinner areas of the specimen will
transmit more of the unscattered electrons and will appear lighter. All the electrons
can be diffracted following the Bragg’s Law (Eq. 2.14). All the electrons of the same
energy and hence the same wavelength, which are scattered by planes of atoms with
similar spacing will be scattered by the same angle. For an individual crystal this
similar angle scattering, gives rise to a pattern of spots called the diffraction pattern,
which yields information about the crystalline arrangement and orientation of atoms
present in a material. Electrons which are inelastically scattered lose part of their
energy to the material being examined. This energy loss is often characteristic of the
type of elements present in the material and the bonding states of the elements present.
A TEM equipped with an Electron Energy Loss Spectroscopy (EELS) detector can
yield the compositional and bonding information of the material being examined.
For the present work, TEM investigation of B5C films was carried out on prepared
cross-sections of samples. A stack of six B5C film coated Si substrates was created
by gluing them together, with B5C films facing each other and separated by a very
thin glue layer. This stack was diced using a slow diamond-saw into several stacks
of thickness ∼1 mm. These individual stacks were shaped into 3 mm disks using a
hollow core drill and were thinned to a final thickness of ∼30 µm using a series of
polishing wheels. The thinned 3 mm disks were then dimpled in a Dimpler (D500i,
VCR Group, San Clemente, CA) machine until the thinnest region of the 3 mm disk
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was about 5 µm. Final thinning of the specimens used a dual-gun argon ion-milling
system (Model-691, Gatan Inc., Pleasanton, CA). TEM analysis was performed using
a JEOL 2010 high-resolution transmission electron microscope (JEOL USA Inc.,
Peabody, MA) operating at 200 kV electron accelerating voltage. Bright field images
and nanobeam diffraction patterns were obtained from the B5C cross-section sample
specimens.
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3. Annealing effects on the optical
properties of semiconducting boron
carbide
3.1 Introduction
Semiconducting boron carbide films can be fabricated using a several different tech-
niques as outlined in Section 1.2. Semiconducting B5C films fabricated by PECVD of
ortho-carborane have been used to construct a variety of device structures (see Sec. 1.2).
However, studies of structural influences on physical properties in semiconducting B5C
thin films are not exhaustive. The B5C material is composed of light atoms with similar
atomic numbers (boron, Z=5; carbon, Z=6; and possibly hydrogen, Z=1). Neither
transmission electron microscopy (TEM) nor x-ray diffraction techniques clearly allow
the atomic arrangements to be distinguished. Furthermore, TEM sample preparation
by ion-milling techniques can alter the structure of semiconducting B5C thin films [1].
Incorporation of hydrogen in CVD-type semiconductor growth is common, and affects
the electrical and optical properties of many semiconductor materials.
In this work, we present an infrared spectroscopic ellipsometry (IRSE) study of
the effect of annealing heat treatment on the structural properties of B5C thin films.
IRSE provides access to structural information of thin films, through measurement
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of their infrared dielectric function ε, and thereby to vibrational and free charge
carrier excitation modes [2]. Characteristic vibrational frequencies were reported for
boron carbide with compositions ranging from B4C to B10C and with rhombohedral
crystalline structure based on boron icosahedra [3]. The antisymmetric F1u-symmetry
breathing mode of two half-icosahedra occurs within the range of 1070 to 1090 cm−1.
The stretching vibration of the central B atom in the 3-atom C-B-C chain at the center
of the rhombohedral boron carbide structure occurs in the range of 1540 to 1580 cm−1
[3]. Saal et al. predicted a substantial red-shift of this central chain vibration mode
upon asymmetric C-B-C to B-B-C chain substitution [4]. A characteristic B–H bond
stretching mode was reported to occur around 2560 cm−1 [5–7]. Analysis of the B5C
thin film IRSE data presented here reveals strong variations of absorption resonances
associated with boron-hydrogen and boron-carbon bond properties, and development
of an icosahedral signature accompanied by film thickness reduction on annealing.
3.2 Theory and Experiment
Previous optical studies of B5C thin films employed spectrophotometry [8] in the
near-infrared to ultra violet spectral regions and spectroscopic ellipsometry (SE)
[9] in the visible to ultra violet regions and focused on band gap properties. SE
determines the dielectric function ε and thickness d for thin films through best
matching a parameterized model to measured data. The usual sample optical model
for analyzing SE data is a sequence of parallel layers with perfectly abrupt interfaces
and homogeneous ε, on a semi-infinite substrate [10–14]. Two approaches exist to
determine ε for a thin film – point-by-point data inversion and model dielectric
function (MDF) approximation. The point-by-point inversion often reveals subtle
features which are otherwise subsumed by strong MDF lineshape components [11].
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The ellipsometric parameters Ψ and ∆ are related to the complex-valued ratio ρ of
the polarized plane wave components [10]. The equation
ρ =
Rp
Rs
= tan(Ψ)ei∆, (3.1)
relates Rp and Rs, the complex-valued Fresnel reflection coefficients parallel (p) and
perpendicular (s) to the plane of incidence. In addition to Ψ and ∆, standard
deviations, σexpΨ and σ
exp
∆ are also estimated. The Levenberg-Marquardt [15] algorithm
is used to fit the model parameters by minimizing a weighted test function [16], ξ2:
ξ2 =
1
2N −M
N∑
j=1
(Ψmodj −Ψexpj
σexpΨ,j
)2
+
(
∆modj −∆expj
σexp∆,j
)2 (3.2)
Here, the number of measured Ψ–∆ pairs is N and the total number of real-valued
fit parameters is M. The figure of merit (FOM) used to describe the confidence in
the ith fit parameter is given by FOM = 1.65
√
Ciiξ. This is the usual one-parameter,
90%, uncorrelated confidence limit [15] multiplied by the test function, ξ, where Cii is
the ith diagonal element of the fit parameter covariance matrix. In the case of a good
fit with no systematic errors, ξ2 tends toward a value of one and FOMi reduces to
the standard 90% limit. The parameterized model comprises appropriate functions
that best describe the line shapes in ε of the thin film. Here, Lorentzian broadened
harmonic oscillator functions proved sufficient to best-match the experiment and
calculated data for our B5C thin film sample:
ε (~ω) = ε1∞ +
∑
k
AkEkBk
E2k − (~ω)2 − iBk (~ω)
, (3.3)
where Ak, Ek, and Bk represent the amplitude, center energy, and broadening of the
kth oscillator, respectively, and ε1∞ is an additional parameter defined in the model,
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which is a good approximation of the squared index of refraction within the band gap.
B5C thin film samples were prepared by PECVD of closo-1,2,-dicarbodecaborane
(C2B10H12; ortho-carborane) on n-type (111) silicon substrates of resistivity 10–
100 Ωcm, following procedures described in Section 2.2. The substrate temperature
was maintained at 350 ◦C during deposition. Annealing of samples was performed
in a vacuum chamber with base pressure 1×10−6 Torr. The sample temperature
was monitored and computer controlled by a thermocouple attached to the sample
surface. Room temperature, normal ambient condition IRSE data were acquired
from 600 to 3500 cm−1 with resolution of 4 cm−1 using a Fourier-transform based
spectroscopic ellipsometer (IR-VASETM, J. A. Woollam Co., Lincoln, NE), at three
angles of incidence (Φa=50
◦, 60◦, 70◦), before and after annealing at 600 ◦C for 24 h.
3.3 Results and Discussion
Figure. 3.1 depicts best-match model calculated and experimental IRSE Ψ and ∆
data at three angles of incidence, Φa=50
◦, 60◦, and 70◦, before and after annealing.
Excellent agreement in the as-deposited case (Figure. 3.1(a)) was found between
the experimental data and model calculation except for the slight deviation around
2250 cm−1 for 50◦ angle-of-incidence, which is attributed to depolarization effects in
the thin film that are not accounted for in the model. The model dielectric function
for best-match analysis of IRSE data obtained from as-deposited and annealed B5C
samples comprised different series of harmonic oscillators accounting for multiple
infrared resonance absorption features. Table 3.1 summarizes the model dielectric
function parameters. The choice of the number of type of oscillators is made to match
the position and shape of the features in the imaginary part of the dielectric function
obtained by the point-by-point analysis. All the parameters of the line shape functions
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(a) As-deposited B5C thin film. (b) Annealed B5C thin film.
Figure 3.1: Best-match calculated model (solid lines) and experimental (dashed lines)
IRSE Ψ and ∆ spectra from (a) as-deposited B5C thin film (d = [656± 1] nm) and (b) after
annealing at 600 ◦C for 24 h (d = [502± 1] nm).
are fit simultaneously to match the experimental and model dielectric function derived
Ψ and ∆ data. The fitting procedure may result in un-physical values for the fit
parameters, such as negative amplitudes for the line shape functions, in which case the
corresponding fit parameters are deleted from the model and the the fitting procedure
is repeated. The fitting procedure used here resulted in some line shape functions
(Lorentz oscillators) that are extremely broad. The physical origin of absorption in the
associated wave number regions is unlikely to correspond to broad Lorentz oscillators,
but it is not clear that a good physical physical model can be given for absorption
in these regions as yet and so these broad Lorentz oscillators are retained to enable
a best fit between the experimental and model dielectric function derived Ψ and
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∆ data. The Drude absorption contribution from the charge carriers in the silicon
substrate and the B5C film towards the model dielectric function was considered and
was found not to affect the dielectric function spectra and hence was not included in
the model. However, there may be other contributions to a non-zero value of Im[ε],
but these could not be included into the fitting procedure. The thickness of the B5C
film, obtained from the model dielectric function analysis, decreased from 656± 1 nm
to 502± 1 nm after annealing (see Table 3.1). Figure 3.2 depicts the point-by-point
inverted and model dielectric function derived imaginary parts of ε before and after
annealing.
Figure 3.2: Best-match point-by-point (symbols) and model dielectric function (solid
lines) derived Im[ε] spectra for the B5C thin film before and after annealing at 600 ◦C for
24 h. Vertical bars indicate resonance frequencies of model dielectric function oscillator
contributions. Note the shifted ordinate (right) for the annealed case.
Both model dielectric function derived and point-by-point inverted ε spectra match
so closely that best-match calculated IRSE data are virtually indistinguishable from the
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Table 3.1: Best-match model derived Lorentzian-broadened harmonic oscillator parameters
for the as-deposited and annealed B5C thin film samples. Ak, Ek, and Bk are the amplitude,
center energy, and broadening of the kth oscillator respectively.
As-Deposited B5C (d = [656± 1] nm, ε1∞=3.347±0.003)
assignment Ek (cm
−1) Ak Bk (cm−1)
662.0±2.3 0.815±0.004 368.7±5.9
786.0±0.2 0.597±0.010 129.4±2.1
1009.0±2.6 0.474±0.014 278.8±6.9
1164.6±1.6 0.359±0.018 229.1±11.9
1322.0±2.3 0.246±0.014 172.7±12.3
1405.7±0.9 0.168±0.012 86.7±5.4
1668.8±2.8 0.065±0.004 230.2±19.2
a 2000.0±6.4 0.176±0.002 841.0±21.0
B–H 2576.8±0.3 0.297±0.001 115.6±1.2
2890.0±6.9 0.027±0.002 247.1±31.6
3074.8±3.0 0.027±0.002 84.6±13.3
a 3338.0±13.5 0.073±0.001 894.2±42.1
Annealed B5C (d = [502± 1] nm, ε1∞=4.706±0.004)
912.8±21.3 0.587±0.023 619.0±56.3
F1u 1229.0±2.6 1.388±0.045 420.8±10.6
B–C 1725.6±1.6 0.128±0.005 90.0±6.5
a 2253.6±8.4 0.064±0.007 580.9±63.8
B–H 2537.7±1.5 0.060±0.002 102.6±6.91
a 3019.6±12.5 0.078±0.004 1227.4±69.8
aLorentz oscillator line shape functions with extremely large broadening parameters, whose
origin may or may not be due to the vibrational modes in the B5C films, but are added for the
sake of a good fit between the experimental and model dielectric function derived Ψ and ∆ data.
experiment. The as-deposited and annealed sample ε spectra reveal multiple features,
amongst which the strong features can be assigned to B–C and B–H bond vibrations
and to an F1u antisymmetric icosahedral breathing mode [3]. For the as-deposited
sample, a broad band occurs within the frequency ranges previously reported for
rhombohedral boron and boron carbide [3], and subtle resonances distributed within
this region are consistent with an icosahedral nature of the B5C thin film. Strong
absorption is seen for the stretching mode B–H bond vibration, here at 2576 cm−1,
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indicative of large incorporation of hydrogen [5, 6, 17–19]. On annealing, two distinct
absorption features formed in icosahedral boron and B–C mode resonance regions,
while the B–H mode has diminished considerably. The latter is indicative of hydrogen
elimination during the annealing process. This change is accompanied by a 20%
decrease in thin film thickness. Annealing clearly affected the density of the as-
deposited B5C thin films while forming well defined B–C bonds. Thus, it is evident that
as-deposited B5C thin films possess a low-order network of ortho-carborane fragments,
with large amounts of attached hydrogen. On annealing, the film structure changes,
for example in its B–C bond lengths, as evidenced by the appearance of resonance
features previously associated with rhombohedral boron and boron carbide structural
arrangements. The characteristic B–C and icosahedral breathing mode resonances,
however, occur strongly blue-shifted compared with rhombohedral crystalline boron
and boron carbide [3]. This blue shift points to a change in internal strain within the
B5C thin films on annealing. The relaxation of strain during annealing at elevated
temperatures is well known and often observed in semiconductor heterostructures [20].
The strain-induced shift could be used as measure for the amount of strain, provided
that appropriate deformation potential parameters are known, which they are not,
yet, for B5C thin films. The increase in density is also reflected in the increase in the
ε1∞ parameter, which is directly proportional to the square of the index of refraction
n within the band gap of B5C thin films. The as-deposited parameter ε1∞ is in very
good agreement with average n data within the visible to ultra violet transparency
region, obtained by spectroscopic ellipsometry investigations [9]. Here, the results lead
to the conclusion that annealing increased the average band gap index of refraction
value by approximately 18%.
Figure 3.3 depicts the calculation of area under the B–H absorption peaks. On the
basis of the background shape a quadratic polynomial fit was used in order to allow
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for the determination of the B–H peak area by subtracting the background from the
Im[ε] spectra. Annealing resulted in the reduction of the B–H peak area by almost
83%.
Figure 3.3: Baselines are fit to the B–H absorption peaks of the (a) as-deposited and
(b) annealed B5C films and subtracted resulting in B–H peak area of (c) 38.69 for the
as-deposited film and (d) 6.46 for the annealed film.
3.4 Conclusions
The optical properties of as-deposited and annealed semiconducting B5C thin films
were investigated by mid-infrared spectroscopic ellipsometry. Model dielectric function
analysis identified a strong boron-hydrogen absorption feature at ∼2560 cm−1 for the
as-deposited B5C thin films, indicative of hydrogen incorporation during deposition.
Extended annealing at 600 ◦C caused the reduction of the B–H absorption feature
and the formation of distinct B–C and icosahedral resonances. These reveal loss of
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hydrogen and structural thin film changes, accompanied by significant reduction in
film thickness, densification and strain relaxation.
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4. Effects of annealing and hydrogenation
on the structural and optical properties of
semiconducting boron carbide
4.1 Introduction
Heterojunction devices fabricated from the semiconducting B5C films on SiC exhibited
diode characteristics over a wide temperature range from 24 to 388 ◦C [1]. In order to
fabricate such devices which are operable at much higher temperatures, it is essential to
understand the structural influences on the physical properties of the semiconducting
B5C films. However such studies are limited. Optical characterization of B5C films
has been previously performed in the mid-infrared spectral region [2]. Studies on the
optical properties of the B5C films in the visible-ultraviolet spectral range exist in a
very limited range [3].
In this chapter, the research on structural properties of B5C films and the effects
of annealing investigated using XRD and TEM analysis is reported. Also, the optical
characteristics of B5C films investigated using spectroscopic ellipsometry over a wide
wavelength region and the annealing effects on these optical characteristics and
band gap properties are reported. Previous studies on B5C films indicated loss of
hydrogen from the films upon extended annealing at elevated temperatures [2]. Hence
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the possibility of re-incorporation of hydrogen into the films was investigated by
visible and infrared ellipsometry by hydrogenating the B5C films in a hydrogen rich
atmosphere.
4.2 Annealing, Structural Properties, and UV–VIS
Optical Properties
4.2.1 Experiment
B5C thin films were prepared by plasma-enhanced chemical vapor deposition of closo-
1,2,-dicarbodecaborane (C2B10H12; ortho-carborane) on (111) silicon substrates of
resistivity 10–100 Ω-cm, following procedures described in Section 2.2. Post-deposition
Annealing of samples was carried out in a high vacuum chamber with a base pressure
of 1×10−6 Torr. The samples were mounted vertically to a tungsten wire resistor-
heater plate for temperature control, attached to a sample manipulator to control the
rotation and translation of the sample in situ. Sample temperatures were monitored
by a thermocouple attached to the sample surface and controlled via a temperature
controller attached to a computer.
In situ ellipsometry measurements of Ψ and ∆ spectra in the VIS to UV spectral
range (from 1.5 to 4.5 eV) were performed with a rotating compensator ellipsometer
(M-2000TM, J. A. Woollam Co., Lincoln, NE) mounted externally to the optical
access ports on the high vacuum annealing chamber at 75◦ angle-of-incidence (Φa).
Ellipsometry data were acquired at room temperature (RT) and from 100 to 600 ◦C
in 100 ◦C steps. The temperature controller was programmed to anneal the samples
for 2 h at each targeted temperature before acquiring the ellipsometry data. The
samples were then quenched to room temperature (RT) under vacuum over several
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hours. The annealing cycle was repeated again and ellipsometry data acquired at each
temperature step as described earlier, and was repeated for several such annealing
cycles, while keeping the samples in high vacuum conditions. Ellipsometry data in the
visible to vacuum-ultraviolet spectral range (from 0.75 to 9 eV) were acquired using a
multiple angle-of-incidence variable angle spectroscopic ellipsometer (VUV-VASETM,
J. A. Woollam Co., Lincoln, NE). The VUV-VASE is equipped with a load-lock
chamber to load and purge the sample chamber with ease and also features a patented
Auto Retarder enabling precise measurements of ∆ over the full range (0–360 degrees)
including near 0 and 180 degrees. Ellipsometric Ψ and ∆ data were acquired at three
different angles of incidence (Φa=50
◦, 60◦, and 70◦) with a resolution of 0.02 eV.
Measurements were performed on two samples, an as-deposited sample and another
sample (obtained from a different region of the wafer from the same boron carbide
deposition) which was annealed for a total of 14 h at 600 ◦C in high vacuum.
Structural investigation on thicker B5C films was carried out using x-ray diffraction
(XRD) and cross-sectional transmission electron microscopy (TEM) analysis. XRD
was performed on as-deposited B5C samples and on samples which were subjected
to extended annealing for 24 h at 600 ◦C in high vacuum. XRD spectrum was also
obtained from a bare Si wafer for reference. X-ray diffraction measurements were
carried out with a Rigaku MultiFlex diffractometer (Rigaku, Woodland, TX). Cu-Kα
radiation was used for the diffraction experiments. The XRD spectra were acquired
with a scanning step resolution of 0.01◦ in the 2θ range 20-100◦. For the TEM
investigation, cross-section sample specimens were prepared from the as-deposited
B5C films on Si substrates as described in Section. 2.5. Nanobeam diffraction patterns
were obtained from the B5C cross-sectional samples using a JEOL 2010 transmission
electron microscope operating at 200 kV electron accelerating voltage.
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4.2.2 Data Analysis
Ellipsometry data was analyzed using two methods to extract the complex dielectric
function of the B5C films on Si in the VIS-VUV spectral range:
1. Performing a wavelength-by-wavelength (point-by-point) fit for ε.
2. Modeling of ε using a model dielectric function (MDF) approach, where all the
MDF parameters are adjusted.
The wavelength-by-wavelength approach to determine the dielectric function ε
involves the direct inversion of the ellipsometric Ψ and ∆ data. In order to do this a
previous knowledge of the B5C film thickness is essential. The ellipsometric Ψ and
∆ spectra contain enough information to obtain the unique optical constants and
the thickness information of the boron carbide thin films. The ellipsometry data was
analyzed by constructing the simple model shown in Figure 4.1(a), with the B5C
layer modeled as a Cauchy material. The spectral range of the ellipsometry data was
restricted to the region where the boron carbide films were transparent for this analysis
in order to enable thickness and the Cauchy parameter values to be obtained from
the ellipsometry data without the complications of absorption. Once the thickness
of the B5C film is established, it is then fixed and the Ψ and ∆ data is inverted
mathematically at each wavelength to obtain the point-by-point optical constants
over the entire measured spectral range. This technique was used to obtain the
point-by-point optical constants of the B5C films in both the UV–VIS and VIS–VUV
spectral range for the as-deposited and the annealed cases.
The wavelength-by-wavelength analysis is usually followed by a model dielectric
function analysis, which provides a direct relationship between the measured data and
the physical parameters of interest. The model dielectric function approach was used
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for analyzing the data in the VIS–VUV spectral range. The dielectric function obtained
by the point-by-point analysis was used as the basis and several models were tested
to find a best match that matches the experimental data with the calculated data.
The best match model consisted of B5C layer on top of a semi-infinite Si substrate,
where in the dispersion of the B5C layer is described using a generalized oscillator
layer (GenOsc layer) consisting of two Tauc-Lorentz oscillators (see Fig. 4.1(b)). The
Tauc-Lorentz oscillator term developed by Jellison and Modine [4] models the dielectric
function of amorphous materials particularly well. The absorption of the Tauc-Lorentz
model follows the Tauc law formula, ε2(E) ∝ (E − Eg)2/E2 near the band edge. The
Tauc-lorentz equation is given by:
εT−L = ε1 + iε2, (4.1)
where
ε2 =

[
AEoC(E−Eg)2
(E2−E2o)2+C2E2 ·
1
E
]
E > Eg
0 E ≤ Eg
(4.2)
and
ε1 =
2
pi
P
∫ ∞
Eg
ξε2(ξ)
ξ2 − E2 dξ. (4.3)
A, Eo, C, and Eg are the amplitude, center point energy, broadening and the band
gap parameters respectively of the oscillator. The optical band gap of the B5C films
can be extracted from the absorption coefficient dependence on the photon energy
described by Wood and Tauc [5]:
α~ω ∝ (~ω − E0)2, (4.4)
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(a) Cauchy Model. (b) GenOsc Model.
Figure 4.1: Schematic models of the sample structure, with a B5C layer on a Si substrate
used to obtain (a) the thickness of the B5C layer and (b) the MDF calculated dielectric
function, used to simultaneously to fit the ellipsometric Ψ and ∆ data.
where α is the absorption coefficient, ~ω the energy of the absorbed photon and E0
the optical band gap. Usually the Equation (4.4) is written as
(α~ω)1/2 = C(~ω − E0), (4.5)
where C is constant independent of photon energy. The optical band gap is derived
by plotting (α~ω)1/2 as a function of photon energy, called the Tauc plot. Although
the Tauc expression in Equation (4.5) describe the absorption of most amorphous
semiconductors, Fagen and Fritzsche have found that some amorphous materials can
be better described by the relation [6]:
(α~ω)1/3 = CF (~ω − E0), (4.6)
where CF is a constant. Ibrahim and Al-Ani [7] proposed a fractional power law to
find the optical band gap, Eopt, as opposed to the cubic or square power laws proposed
by Fagen and Frtizsche [6] and Wood and Tauc [5] as:
α~ω = B(~ω − E1)2(~ω − E1 + 3∆E)
≈ B′(~ω − Eopt)r 2 < r < 3 (4.7)
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where is E1 is one of the two possible optical band gaps (see Ref. [7]), ∆E is the
energy of the band tail due to disorder and r is the fractional index. The index r can
be deduced by plotting the function
α~ω
d(α~ω)/d~ω
=
~ω − Eopt
r
(4.8)
against ~ω [8].
McLean has proposed a method to approximate the probability of interband
transitions for various types of transitions in semiconductors [9–11]:
αN = C(hν − Eg), (4.9)
where N = 2, 2
3
, 1
2
, 1
3
for allowed direct, forbidden direct, allowed indirect, and
forbidden indirect transitions, respectively, and C is a constant. For the B5C films
in this work, the expression in Equation (4.6) by Fagen et.al [6] provided a best fit
to the experimental data, indicating a forbidden indirect interband transition in this
material.
4.2.3 Results and Discussion
4.2.3.1 Structural Properties
The XRD pattern of a B5C film deposited on a Si substrate (Fig. 4.2) reveals a weak
boron carbide feature at 2θ=43.35◦. The diffraction pattern of the same sample after
extended annealing at a temperature of 600 ◦C does not indicate any further changes
to the boron carbide structure. The results obtained here suggest that the PECVD
grown boron carbide is amorphous or microcrystalline in nature. Although studies by
Adenwalla et al. indicated a highly crystalline form of boron carbide obtained using
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Figure 4.2: CuKα x-ray diffraction pattern obtained from an as-deposited and annealed
B5C film deposited on a Si(111) substrate showing a boron carbide feature at 2θ=43.35◦.
The XRD pattern of the bare Si substrate shown for reference depicts the (111) and (222)
Si peaks and also several other satellite peaks (not labeled) originating from the substrate.
the similar deposition techniques [1, 12], the results from this work agree with earlier
studies of Byun et al. [13]. To support this conclusion, TEM studies performed on
cross-sectional B5C sample specimens to investigate the in-plane crystal structure of
boron carbide also did not reveal any information about the crystallinity. Figure. 4.3
shows the diffraction pattern obtained from a thinned region of a B5C film, which
does not contain any diffraction spots and instead shows diffuse rings, characteristic
of an amorphous like material. These rings do not have any sharpness that would
correspond to crystallites as small in dimension as a few nm and the use of small
electron probes to create nanobeam diffraction patterns did not reveal evidence of
crystallinity either.
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Figure 4.3: Nanobeam transmission electron
diffraction pattern of a boron carbide film,
formed by PECVD.
4.2.3.2 In situ UV–VIS spectral range
Both ellipsometric parameters Ψ and ∆, determined under continual high vacuum
annealing and measurement conditions from a 312 nm thick B5C sample, decreased
in amplitude after each of the five consecutive annealing cycles, as is revealed clearly
in Figure 4.4. Modeling fits to the data from the as-deposited and annealed boron
carbide thin films according to the model shown in Figure 4.1(a) in the reduced
spectral range, indicate that the B5C film thickness decreased by close to 20% after
five annealing cycles (see Fig. 4.5). Annealing caused an increase in the boron carbide
film refractive index (n), which is also apparent in the slight “red-shift” in the Ψ
and ∆ spectra (see Fig. 4.4). Optical constants of the boron carbide thin films over
the entire measured spectral range (from 1.5 to 4.5 eV) were obtained by fixing the
thickness and the Cauchy parameter values, previously obtained, and then performing
a wavelength-by-wavelength (point-by-point) inversion of the Ψ and ∆ spectra. The
real and imaginary components (Fig. 4.6) of the optical dielectric function were
obtained by the point-by-point inversion for the as-deposited and annealed B5C films
after each annealing cycle. Figure 4.6 shows two distinct critical point like features at
∼3.4 eV and ∼3.7 eV resulting from the annealing of B5C films and a “red-shift” in
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Figure 4.4: In situ experimental
VIS-SE (a) Ψ and (b) ∆ spectra ob-
tained from the B5C thin film at an
angle-of-incidence Φa=75◦. Spec-
tra were obtained at RT from the
as-deposited B5C film (◦). For each
annealing cycle the sample was an-
nealed at a maximum temperature
of 600 ◦C for 2 h, quenched to RT
and the (a) Ψ and (b) ∆ spectra
were obtained for annealing cycle 1
(4), cycle 2 (×), cycle 3 (), cycle 4
(+), and cycle 5 (•).
these features can be clearly observed as the B5C films are annealed.
4.2.3.3 VIS–VUV spectral range
Figure 4.7 depicts the best-match model calculated and experimental VUV-SE Ψ and ∆
data at three angles of incidence (Φa = 50
◦, 60◦, and 70◦) for an as-deposited B5C film
and a B5C film annealed at 600
◦C for 14 h. The Ψ spectra in both the as-deposited
and annealed case is dominated by the Farby-Pe´rot thickness interference fringes in
the visible spectral region and is completely feature less in the VUV spectral region.
However it is clearly visible that upon annealing, the amplitude of the Ψ spectra is
accompanied by a red-shift. This is indicative of an increase in the refractive index
of the B5C films upon annealing. It can be seen from Figure 4.7(a) that the model
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Figure 4.5: Boron carbide film thickness as a function of annealing cycle. B5C samples
were annealed at a maximum temperature of 600 ◦C for 2 h. Thickness values were obtained
by fitting the ellipsometric Ψ and ∆ data in the transparent region to the model described
in Fig. 4.1(a).
dielectric function derived spectra does not match well with the experimental data,
particularly in the visible spectral region dominated by the Farby-Pe´rot interference
fringes. This is due to the non-idealities in the film structure such as thickness
non-uniformity which cause the depolarization of light reflecting off of the sample
surface. The current modeling approach based on the Jones matrix formalism does
not account for depolarization, however this can be addressed if a Mueller matrix
formalism is used instead. Mueller matrix approach was not used for this work. The
model dielectric function used for the analysis of these films consisted of two Tauc-
Lorentz oscillators to accurately describe the dispersion in the B5C films. Figure 4.8
depicts the point-by-point inverted and model dielectric function derived imaginary
parts of ε before and after annealing. The model dielectric function derived and the
point-by-point inverted ε spectra do not match perfectly. This mismatch is attributed
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Figure 4.6: (a) Real and (b) Imag-
inary components of the dielectric
function ε, obtained by the point-
by-point inversion of the ellipsomet-
ric Ψ and ∆ data in the UV–VIS
spectral range shown in Fig. 4.4 for
the as-deposited B5C film (◦), B5C
film after annealing cycle 1 (4), cy-
cle 2 (×), cycle 3 (), cycle 4 (+),
and cycle 5 (•).
to the systematic measurement errors which become part of the point-by-point inverted
spectra, as result of depolarization effects from the non-uniform film thickness. The
discontinuities in the point-by-point Im[ε] spectra at ∼3.5 eV and ∼5.5 eV for the
annealed and as-deposited cases, respectively, arises from the films suddenly absorbing
those energies. This is also evident from the Ψ spectra (see Fig. 4.7), where the
Farby-Pe´rot thickness interference fringes suddenly die out at ∼3.5 eV and ∼5.5 eV
for the annealed and as-deposited B5C films. However, a large red-shift in the Im[ε]
spectra of about ∼1.5 eV upon annealing is clearly visible from Figure 4.8. This
increase in refractive index of the B5C material upon high temperature annealing
has been previously observed from the infrared SE analysis and is attributed to the
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(a) As-deposited B5C thin film. (b) Annealed B5C thin film.
Figure 4.7: Experimental (dashed lines) and model dielectric function derived (solid lines)
VUV-SE Ψ and ∆ spectra at three angles of incidence Φa = 50◦, 60◦, and 70◦, obtained
from (a) as-deposited B5C film and (b) a B5C film annealed at 600 ◦C for 14 h.
removal of hydrogen included in the B5C films during PECVD [2]. The forbidden
indirect band gap parameters for the as-deposited and annealed B5C films extracted
by constructing the appropriate Tauc plots are shown in Figure 4.9. Tauc plots were
constructed according to the square power law model proposed by Wood and Tauc [5],
cube power law model proposed by Fagen and Fritzsche [6] as well as the fractional
power law model proposed by Ibrahim and Al-Ani [7]. The cubic power law provided
quite the best description of the absorption behavior of the boron carbide material,
a quality of fit that can be seen in Figure 4.9. According to Ibrahim and Al-Ani,
in a small region ∆E close to the zero absorbtion there is non-linearity in the Tauc
plots due to disorder in the amorphous materials and the power law is not valid in
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Figure 4.8: Best-match point-by-point (symbols) and model dielectric function (solid lines)
derived Im[ε] spectra for the B5C film before and after annealing at 600 ◦C for 14 h.
Figure 4.9: The forbidden indirect band gaps derived from the VUV-SE data of boron
carbide films fabricated by PECVD from ortho-carborane. The band gaps are extracted from
the appropriate Tauc plot for (a) as-deposited B5C film and (b) a B5C film annealed at 600 ◦C
for 14 h. A linear fit indicates the region in the absorption spectra where α~ω ∝ (~ω−E0)3.
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this region. ∆E is typically or the order 0.1 eV for example in a-As2S3 [7]. For the
B5C films in this work, ∆E is of the order 0.5 eV. The optical band gap for the
as-deposited B5C film (3.12 eV) was obtained by fitting a straight line to the Tauc
plot in the spectral region 4.1 to 5.5 eV. Although these power law fits are most suited
to describe absorption at energies above, but relatively near to, the band gap energy,
there is evidence of additional absorption within 1 eV above the absorption edge,
and hence the linear fits were made after this non-linear absorption range. This large
region of non-linearity could be attributed to a higher disorder in the as-deposited
B5C films. However the Tauc plot is much more linear in the case of the annealed
B5C film indicating a lower disorder, and the optical band gap was derived by fitting
a straight line in the region 2 to 3.5 eV (∼0.5 eV above the zero absorption energy).
Upon annealing the band gap of the as-deposited B5C film reduced drastically from
3.12 eV to 1.52 eV. This large change in the band gap values could be attributed
to the elimination of the large amounts attached hydrogen during PECVD [2] upon
annealing, accompanied by structural changes to the thin film. The band gap of the
as-deposited B5C material in this study is much higher than previously reported values
for similar materials. Ahmad et al. reported an indirect band gap of 0.75 eV and
a direct band gap of 1.5 eV for PECVD boron carbide films on glass substrates [3].
Lunca-Popa et al. also reported a direct band gap of 1.5±0.2 eV for PECVD boron
carbide derived from ortho-carborane [14]. However, the band gap of the annealed B5C
film is in close agreement with the non-direct band gap of 1.2 eV for poly-crystalline
boron carbide material reported by Werheit et al. [15].
4.2.4 Conclusions
The optical properties of as-deposited and annealed semiconducting B5C films were
investigated in the visible to vacuum-ultraviolet spectral range using spectroscopic
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ellipsometry. Analysis of the in situ ellipsometry data revealed film thickness reduction
by close to 20% and development of critical point like features upon successive annealing
cycles. The results obtained here point to the existence of a forbidden indirect band
gap for this B5C material. On annealing, a large red-shift (∼1.5eV) of the imaginary
part of the dielectric function and the very large reduction of the forbidden indirect
band gap from 3.14 eV to 1.48 eV in B5C films are observed and are attributed to the
elimination of hydrogen from the films.
4.3 Hydrogenation and Optical Properties
4.3.1 Experiment
Boron carbide films formed by PECVD were annealed under high vacuum at 600 ◦C for
24 h using the experimental setup described earlier in Section 4.2.1. These annealed
B5C films were used for the investigation of hydrogenation on their optical properties.
Hydrogenation of the films was carried out in the same high vacuum chamber as
previously described in Section 4.2.1. A 9:1 diluted ratio of argon-hydrogen gas
mixture was used as the source of hydrogen, which was allowed into the vacuum
chamber through a mass flow controller at 10 sccm. The B5C films were hydrogenated
at three different chamber pressures, 100 mTorr, 300 mTorr, and 3000 mTorr and two
different sample temperatures, 15 ◦C and 600 ◦C, amounting to six different testing
conditions.
The test chamber equipped with optical access ports with convergence angle of
75◦ at the sample surface was attached with a rotating compensator ellipsometer
(M-2000TM, J. A. Woollam Co., Lincoln, NE). In situ ellipsometric measurements of
Ψ and ∆ spectra were made in the visible to ultraviolet spectral range (from 1.5 to
4.5 eV). Ellipsometry data was acquired automatically with a computer at intervals of
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5 minutes. Data was acquired for a total of 6 h at each test condition. In addition
to the In situ ellipsometry measurements, a Fourier-transform based spectroscopic
ellipsometer (IR-VASETM, J. A. Woollam Co., Lincoln, NE) was to acquire the
infrared spectroscopic ellipsometry data in the spectral range 600 to 6000 cm−1 with
a resolution of 4 cm−1. The IR-SE spectra was obtained at three angles of incidence
(Φa = 50
◦, 60◦, and 70◦) at room temperature and ambient atmospheric conditions
after the samples were hydrogenated at each of the above described test conditions.
4.3.2 Data Analysis
The model used here to analyze the mid-infrared ellipsometric data accounts for the
layer sequence substrate/B5C/roughness layer. All layers are modeled as isotropic
materials and a degree of thickness non-uniformity of the B5C film was incorporated
into the model. Only one of the six test conditions, the one with a chamber pressure of
3000 mTorr with the argon-hydrogen mixture flowing at 10 sccm and the sample held
at a temperature of 600◦C, produced a change in the ellipsometric Ψ and ∆ spectra.
Hence, only this data set was chosen for the analysis presented here. Wavelength-
by-wavelength (point-by-point) analysis was employed to determine the dielectric
function ε of the as-deposited, annealed and hydrogenated B5C films. The wavelength-
by-wavelength analysis often reveals subtle features which are otherwise subsumed by
the strong model dielectric function line shape components [16].
4.3.3 Results and Discussion
In the following, the in situ UV-VIS SE spectra (Fig. 4.10) and mid-infrared SE
spectra (Fig. 4.11) of the B5C film for the only test condition (3000 mTorr and 600
◦C)
which produced change in the optical characteristics of the previously annealed B5C
films are presented. The possibility is investigated of the re-incorporation of hydrogen
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into the B5C films, which was lost during the high temperature annealing of the
as-deposited films.
The in situ ellipsometric Ψ and ∆ spectra were not altered as a result of the room
temperature (15◦C) hydrogenation at all the three chamber pressures tested. The
spectra were also unaffected by the hydrogenation at 600◦C, except for the 3000 mTorr
chamber pressure. Significant changes to the Ψ and ∆ spectra are observed with
increasing annealing times as seen in Figure 4.10. The small red-shift in the Ψ spectra
after successive measurements of data indicates a small reduction in the thickness of
the B5C film. The Ψ spectral features shift significantly towards higher angles after
each measurement cycle. However attempts to model this behavior were unsuccessful
because of a lack of knowledge of the appropriate sample structure resulting from
hydrogenation.
Figure 4.11 depicts the wavelength-by-wavelength analysis derived and experimental
IRSE Ψ and ∆ data at multiple angles-of-incidence for the as-deposited, annealed and
hydrogenated B5C film. The spectra for all the three cases were obtained from the
same sample. Figure 4.12 depicts the point-by-point inverted imaginary part of the
dielectric function of the B5C film for all the three cases, as-deposited, annealed and
hydrogenated. It is evident from Figure 4.12 that annealing caused the reduction of
the B–H absorption feature at ∼2560 cm−1 and the formation of distinct B–C and
icosahedral resonances (marked by vertical bars in Fig. 4.12), indicative of loss of
hydrogen and structural changes to the B5C films, as was previously discussed in
Section 3.3. However in the Im[ε] spectra of the B5C film upon re-hydrogenation, there
is no evidence of an increase in the hydrogen bonded to boron, in fact B–H absorption
feature at 2560 cm−1 has further reduced in its amplitude indicating further loss of
hydrogen from the B5C film due to the added annealing time at 600
◦C accompanied
by a further reduction in thickness.
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Figure 4.10: In situ expeimental
VIS-SE Ψ and ∆spectra obtained
from the B5C film at an angle-of-
incidence Φa = 75◦. Spectra were
obtained from a B5C film being
hydrogenated at a temperature of
600 ◦C and 3000 mTorr chamber
pressure of argon-hydrogen mixture.
Curves labeled Cylces 1–6 represent
the spectra obtained successively at
intervals of 1 h.
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(a) Ψ spectra. (b) ∆ spectra.
Figure 4.11: Experimental (dashed lines) and wavelength-by-wavelength analysis derived
(solid lines) IR-SE (a) Ψ and (b) ∆ spectra at three angles-of-incidence Φa = 50◦, 60◦, and
70◦, from (A) as-deposited B5C film, (B) B5C film annealed at 600 ◦C for 24 h, and (C) B5C
film hydrogenated for 6 h at 600 ◦C and 3000 mTorr chamber pressure of argon-hydrogen
mixture.
4.3.4 Conclusions
Hydrogenation of annealed PECVD B5C films was investigated through visible and
mid-infrared spectroscopic ellipsometry. The hydrogen rich atmosphere during hy-
drogenation affected the optical properties of the B5C films only at high chamber
pressure and elevated sample temperature. Annealing in a hydrogen-rich atmosphere
at elevated sample temperature further reduced the film thickness. The B–H infrared
absorption feature did not provide evidence of increased hydrogen content in the films.
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Figure 4.12: Wavelength-by-
wavelength analysis (Point-by-
point analysis) derived Im[ε]
spectra for (a) as-deposited B5C
film (d = 305 nm), (b) B5C
film annealed at 600 ◦C for 24 h
(d = 224 nm), and (c) B5C film
re-hydrogenated for 6 h at 600 ◦C
and 3000 mTorr chamber pressure
of argon-hydrogen mixture (d =
205 nm).
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5. Effect of substrate temperature on the
optical properties of semiconducting
boron carbide
5.1 Introduction
As mentioned previously in Section 1.2, semiconducting boron carbide films have been
successfully fabricated through plasma-enhanced chemical vapor deposition (PECVD)
of closo-1,2,-dicarbodecaborane (C2B10H12; ortho-carborane) [1–16]. However, the
effects of varying PECVD deposition conditions have not been fully explored. Schulz et
al. have studied the influence of varying the flowrate of ortho-carborane during PECVD
on the hydrogen content of the boron carbide films and their infrared characteristics and
found that higher flowrate of ortho-carborane vapor during deposition resulted higher
hydrogen content in the boron carbide films [15]. This chapter reports a spectroscopic
ellipsometry study of the influence of varying deposition substrate temperatures on
the optical properties of the B5C films over a wide spectral range (from mid-infrared
to ultraviolet energies). Important parameters such as the optical band gaps and the
hydrogen concentrations in the B5C films are obtained.
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5.2 Experiment
Semiconducting B5C films were prepared by plasma-enhanced chemical vapor depo-
sition of closo-1,2,-dicarbodecaborane (C2B10H12; ortho-carborane) on (111) silicon
substrates of resistivity 10–100 Ω-cm, following the procedures described in Section 2.2.
A set of five samples was prepared with B5C films deposited at different substrate
temperatures than for the work reported in Chapters 3 and 4 of 200 ◦C, 300 ◦C,
400 ◦C, 500 ◦C, and 600 ◦C respectively for a length of 60 minutes each. The sample
deposited at 200 ◦C delaminated quickly after exposing to ambient conditions before
any useful measurements could be made. This type of failure of B5C films due to
residual compressive or tensile stress under certain deposition conditions has been
observed previously [17].
Spectroscopic ellipsometry measurements of Ψ and ∆ were performed on the
remaining samples on a commercially available variable-angle spectroscopic ellipsometer
(VASETM, J. A. Woollam Co., Lincoln, NE) in the visible to ultra-violet spectral range
(from 0.75 to 5 eV). Data were obtained at three angles of incidence, Φa = 50
◦, 60◦,
and 70◦ with a resolution of 0.1 eV. Ellipsometry measurements were also performed in
the mid-infrared spectral region (from 600 to 3500 cm−1) on a commercially available
fourier-transform based ellipsometer (IR-VASETM, J. A. Woollam Co., Lincoln, NE)
at three angles of incidence, Φa = 50
◦, 60◦, an 70◦ with a resolution of 4 cm−1. Post-
deposition annealing was performed in a high-vacuum chamber with a base pressure
of 1 × 10−6 Torr. Samples were heated with a resistive tungsten wire heater and
the temperature was monitored with a thermocouple and was computer controlled.
Samples were annealed at 600 ◦C for 24 h. Only one sample, deposited at 600 ◦C
survived the annealing heat treatment while the others failed due to PECVD boron
carbide film delamination from the substrates. Ellipsometric Ψ and ∆ data were
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obtained from the sample deposited at 600 ◦C after further annealing, both in the
mid-IR spectral region.
5.3 Data Analysis
The ellipsometry data was analyzed using the commercially available software package
WVASE from J. A. Woollam Co. The film thickness of all the samples was obtained
from the analysis of the VIS-SE data. VIS-SE data was modeled using a Cauchy
dispersion layer as shown in Figure 4.1(a) of Chapter 4 in the spectral region where the
B5C films are transparent (0.75–2.1 eV). The Cauchy dispersion model is well suited
for modeling non-absorbing and transparent materials to obtain the film thickness
and the refractive index of the films. In this model, the absorption of the material is
assumed to be zero (k=0). The Cauchy dispersion is given by the equation
n(λ) = An +
Bn
λ2
+
Cn
λ4
(5.1)
where λ is the wavelength, An, Bn, and Cn are the dimensionless fit parameters.
Although the Cauchy model assumes zero absorption, the complex refractive index
can be modeled using an Urbach absorption within the Cauchy model, implemented
through the WVASE software which accounts for the exponential absorption tail below
the band gap of a material, the tail being analytically given by
k(λ) = k0e
( k1λ ) (5.2)
where k0 and k1 are fit parameters.
Once the thickness and the film refractive index are established in the transparent
region, then the entire data in the UV-VIS region (0.75 to 5 eV) is analyzed by
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a wavelength-by-wavelength (point-by-point analysis), where the thickness and the
optical constants are varied at each measured data point wavelength to obtain a match
of the experimentally obtained Ψ and ∆ data with the calculated data. The best
match calculated Ψ and ∆ is then directly inverted to obtain the so called point-
by-point evaluation of pseudo-optical constants. The point-by-point analysis often
reveals subtle features in the optical constants which might otherwise be subsumed
by strong model dielectric function (MDF) line shape components [18]. The point-
by-point optical constants are used as reference to model the B5C films using the
MDF approach by using a generalized oscillator model as shown in Figure 4.1(b)
of Chapter 4. The generalized oscillator layer (GenOsc layer) implemented through
the WVASE software program gives the user several options to choose the oscillator
types which most accurately describe the dispersion in a material. For this work, a
Tauc-Lorentz oscillator model was chosen that was developed by Jellison and Modine
[19] for the parametrization of the optical constants of amorphous materials. The
Tauc-Lorentz model is based on a Lorentz oscillator and Tauc joint density of states.
The imaginary part of the dielectric function defined by a Tauc-Lorentz oscillator is
obtained by multiplying the imaginary part of the dielectric function of a Lorentz
oscillator
ε2 =
4piNe2
m
Γω
(ω20 − ω2)2 + Γ2ω2
(5.3)
with the Tauc joint density of states
ε2(E) = AT (E − Eg)2 /E2. (5.4)
The real part of the Tauc-Lorentz oscillator is obtained a Kramers-Kronig transforma-
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tion of the imaginary part. The resulting Tauc-Lorentz equation is given by
εT−L = ε1 + iε2, (5.5)
where
ε2 =

[
AEoC(E−Eg)2
(E2−E2o)2+C2E2 ·
1
E
]
E > Eg
0 E ≤ Eg
(5.6)
and
ε1 =
2
pi
P
∫ ∞
Eg
ξε2(ξ)
ξ2 − E2 dξ. (5.7)
A, Eo, C, and Eg are the amplitude, center point energy, broadening and the band
gap parameters respectively of the oscillator.
The pseudo-dielectric function of the B5C films in the infrared spectral region is
obtained by the wavelength-by-wavelength analysis described above.
5.4 Results and Discussion
The delamination of the B5C film deposited at 200
◦C upon expose to ambient air
indicates that, it is not a coefficient of thermal expansion related failure but due to
adhesion and/or structure related failure due to built in compressive stress during
PECVD.
Both the ellipsometric Ψ and ∆ values decreased in amplitude with increasing
deposition substrate temperature, as shown in Figure 5.1. The experimental Ψ and ∆
data match well with the MDF calculated data except for the B5C film deposited at a
substrate temperature of 600 ◦C. B5C film thicknesses obtained the MDF analysis
of the UV-VIS SE data reveal lower film growth rates at higher deposition substrate
temperatures. The various parameters obtained from the MDF approach are listed in
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Table 5.1. The film thickness of sample T5 was further reduced on post-deposition
annealing at 600 ◦C for 24 h.
(a) Ψ spectra. (b) ∆ spectra.
Figure 5.1: Best-match calculated model (solid lines) and experimental (dashed lines) SE
(a) Ψ and (b) ∆spectra from as-deposited B5C films deposited at substrate temperatures
of (A) 300 ◦C (d = [810.1 ± 0.3] nm), (B) 400 ◦C (d = [691.7 ± 0.2] nm), (C) 500 ◦C
(d = [664.9± 0.3] nm), and (D) 600 ◦C (d = [597.5± 1.3] nm).
The real and imaginary parts of the dielectric function of the B5C films obtained
by the MDF analysis are shown in Figure 5.2. The Re[ε] spectra indicates an increase
in the effective dc dielectric constant (ε1 (E=0)) of the material with increasing
deposition substrate temperature, while the Im[ε] spectra suggests a reduction in
the band gap of the B5C material. Several models exist to describe the absorption
mechanisms near the band gap of amorphous semiconductor materials. The absorption
dependence on the photon energy is given by α~ω ∝ (~ω−E0)2 according to the model
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Table 5.1: Values of film thickness, optical band gap E0 obtained from the Tauc plots,
band gap fit parameter Eg obtained from the MDF analysis, B-H bond densities of the
PECVD B5C films deposited at various substrate deposition temperatures.
Sample Temp. (◦C) d (nm) E0 (eV) Eg (eV) NB−H (cm−3)
200 – – – –
300 810.1±0.3 2.10 2.19±0.01 2.22× 1024
400 691.7±0.2 1.77 1.84±0.01 1.62 × 1024
500 664.9±0.3 1.21 1.39±0.007 1.23 × 1024
600 597.5±1.3 1.00 1.27±0.01 1.14 × 1024
600a 571.2±0.6 – – 0.76 × 1024
aSample additionally annealed at 600 ◦C for 24 h after deposition.
proposed by Wood and Tauc [20], while Fagen and Fritzsche [21] have found that, for
some amorphous materials, the absorption dependence is better described by α~ω ∝
(~ω − E0)3. The fractional power law dependence of absorption coefficient according
to the Equation. (4.8) described previously in Section 4.2.2 was also investigated.
Appropriate Tauc plots (Fig. 5.3) were used to investigate these three models. The
model proposed by Fagen and Fritzsche clearly is better in describing the absorption
for the B5C material in this work. Using the model of Fagen and Fritzsche and the
resulting Tauc plots (Fig. 5.4), the forbidden indirect optical band gap values were
obtained by linear fits to the Tauc plots. Linear fits to the Tauc plots are made in
region (1.5 eV wide) 0.5 eV above the energy where the absorption of the B5C films
is zero as described earlier in Section. 4.2.3.3. The resulting band gap values for all
the B5C samples are listed in Table 5.1. However, it can be seen from Figure 5.4
that optical band gap E0 values obtained from the straight line fits to the Tauc plots
would be sensitive to the choice of the fit region. Hence the E0 values are not uniquely
determined. Although, the band gap parameters Eg of the Tauc-Lorentz oscillator
model (see Eq.(5.6)) used for the MDF analysis may not provide a true measure of
the optical band gap in the material, they do provide a degree of confirmation of
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Figure 5.2: (a) Real and (b) Imaginary parts of the dielectric function ε of the as-deposited
B5C films obtained by the MDF approach for various deposition substrate temperatures of
(A) 300 ◦C, (B) 400 ◦C, (C) 500 ◦C, and (D) 600 ◦C.
the trend and magnitudes of the optical band gap values E0 (Table 5.1). Although
it is clear that there is a reduction in band gap with increased deposition substrate
temperature, the band gap values obtained here (2.1 eV at 300 ◦C) are much lower
than was obtained (3.12 eV) for a much thinner B5C film (d=305 nm) deposited at
a similar substrate temperature of 350 ◦C, suggesting that the band gap values are
not only affected by the deposition substrate temperature but also by the duration of
deposition at a particular temperature. The magnitude of the optical band gap E0
depends on the ratio of the width of the tail states to that of the extended states and
so is influenced by the ratio of the number of defect and weak bond states to that of
the extended states [22]. This type of band gap reduction upon increasing annealing
temperature is also observed in the case of amorphous hydrogenated silicon-carbon
alloy films and is attributed to the reduction of Si–H bond densities at higher annealing
temperatures [23]. A similar mechanism could be responsible for the reduction in
band gap of the B5C films in this work. Figure 5.5 depicts the experimental IRSE Ψ
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Figure 5.3: The Tauc plots of the B5C films fabricated by PECVD from ortho-carborane for
various deposition substrate temperatures showing the energy dependence of the absorption
coefficient, α (a) according to Wood and Tauc [20] given by α~ω ∝ (~ω − E0)2 and (b)
according to Fagen and Fritzsche [21] given by α~ω ∝ (~ω − E0)3.
and ∆ data at three angles-of-incidence, Φa = 50
◦, 60◦, and 70◦ obtained for the the
B5C films deposited at various substrate temperatures and for the B5C film deposited
at 600 ◦C, which was additionally annealed post-deposition for 24 h at 600 ◦C. The
Im[ε] spectra obtained by the wavelength-by-wavelength analysis of the IRSE data
are given in Figure 5.6. The strong features in these spectra are once more attributed
to the B–C and B–H bond vibrations and to the F1u anti-symmetrical breathing
mode, as was previously discussed in Section 3.3. The Im[ε] spectra clearly show a
reduction in the peak intensity of the B–H stretching mode vibration and an increase
in the intensity of the features belonging to the B–C vibration modes with increasing
deposition substrate temperature.That extended post-deposition annealing at high
temperatures has a similar effect on the absorption features of the B5C films as the
deposition substrate temperature as is seen clearly in Figure 5.6. The spectrum labeled
as E (see Fig. 5.6) is obtained from a B5C film deposited at a substrate temperature
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Figure 5.4: The forbidden indirect band gaps derived from the UV-VIS SE data of the
B5C films fabricated by PECVD from ortho-carborane for various deposition substrate
temperatures of (a) 300 ◦C, (b) 400 ◦C, (c) 500 ◦C, and (d) 600 ◦C. The band gaps are
extracted from the appropriate Tauc plots. A linear fit indicates the region in the spectra
where α~ω ∝ (~ω − E0)3.
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(a) Ψ spectra. (b) ∆ spectra.
Figure 5.5: Best-match calculated model (solid lines) and experimental (dashed lines) IRSE
(a) Ψ and (b) ∆ spectra from as-deposited B5C films deposited at substrate temperatures
of (A) 300 ◦C, (B) 400 ◦C, (C) 500 ◦C, and (D) 600 ◦C and (E) the B5C film deposited at
600 ◦C and after a post-deposition annealing at 600 ◦C for 24 h.
of 600 ◦C, that has been further been annealed post-deposition at 600 ◦C for 24 h.
There is a further reduction in the B–H peak intensity and increased intensity of the
B–C absorption features.
The B–H peak areas in the Im[ε] spectra can be used to estimate the amount of
hydrogen in the PECVD B5C films, if the so called infrared absorption inverse cross
section is known. Infrared absorption inverse cross-sections relate the peak area in an
infrared spectrum to the number density of the corresponding bonds in the material
[24]. Since there is no evidence of hydrogen bonded to carbon, by the lack of a C–H
feature in the Im[ε] spectra, the information from the B–H peaks alone is sufficient to
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Figure 5.6: Point-by-point de-
rived Im[ε] spectra of the B5C films
for various deposition substrate
deposition temperatures. Spec-
tra labeled A, B, C, and D are
obtained from the samples de-
posited at substrate temperatures
of 300 ◦C, 400 ◦C, 500 ◦C, and
600 ◦C respectively. The spec-
trum labeled as E was obtained
from a sample deposited at 600 ◦C
and after a post-deposition anneal-
ing at 600 ◦C for 24 h. The or-
dinates are shifted arbitrarily for
clarity. The strong resonant fea-
tures in the spectra attributed to
the B–H stretching mode vibration
(∼2560 cm−1), B–C icosahedral vi-
bration mode (∼1450 cm−1), and
the F1u anti-symmetrical breathing
mode (∼1100 cm−1) are marked by
vertical bars.
estimate the amount of hydrogen in the films. The number of B–H bonds in the B5C
films of this work is estimated as [25]:
NB−H = As
∫
α(ω)
ω
dω, (5.8)
where As is the inverse absorption cross section of the B–H mode, α(ω) is the absorption
coefficient, and ω is the wavenumber. A value of 2 × 1022 cm−2 was assumed for the
inverse absorption cross section of the B–H mode from the work of Schulz et.al. [15].
The absorption spectra for the B5C films at various deposition substrate temperatures
were calculated from the Im[ε] spectra. The B–H peaks centered at ∼2560 cm−1
were de-convoluted by a quadratic polynomial background fitting in the wavenumber
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region 2300–2900 cm−1, as shown in Figure 5.7. The areas of the B–H absorption
peaks calculated from the curves in Figure 5.7 were substituted in Equation (5.8)
to obtain the estimates of the B–H bond densities which are tabulated in Table 5.1.
This method of extracting the data does not lend itself to a good qualitative estimate
of the measurement errors into the B–H peak area determination and therefore the
B–H bond concentration. The inset in Figure 5.7 shows the deposition substrate
temperature dependence of the hydrogen concentration in the PECVD B5C films.
Figure 5.8 shows the Arrhenius plot of the reduction in B–H bond density as function
Figure 5.7: Normalized absorption coefficient (α/ω) of the de-convoluted B–H stretching
mode vibration peak for various deposition substrate temperatures and post-deposition
annealing temperature. The bond-density (closed circles) of B–H as a function of the
deposition substrate temperature is shown in the inset figure. The data point marked by
the open circle, represents the bond density of a B5C film deposited at 600 ◦C, after a
post-deposition annealing at 600 ◦C for 24 h.
of the inverse of the absolute deposition temperature. The B–H bond density of the
sample deposited at 300 ◦C is used as the starting condition and the bond densities of
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Figure 5.8: Arrhenius plot of the B–H bond density indicates an activation energy of
-0.09 eV for the hydrogen removal process in the B5C films with increasing deposition
substrate temperature.
the samples deposited at higher temperatures are subtracted from this to calculate
the reduction in B–H bond densities with increasing deposition substrate temperature.
There is less data available than is desirable for a definitive analysis of B-H bond
elimination, but there is just enough data to attempt this. If it is assumed that a
single, thermally activated, process dominates the elimination of the B-H bonds, then
the activation energy obtained from the Arrhenius plot of the concentration of B-H
bonds eliminated with increasing deposition temperature is 0.16 eV.
5.5 Conclusions
The optical properties of unannealed semiconducting boron carbide films deposited
at several deposition substrate temperatures were investigated by UV-VIS and IR
spectroscopic ellipsometry. MDF analysis of the UV-VIS SE data indicated the presence
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of a forbidden indirect band gap in this material which decreased with increased
deposition substrate temperature and post-deposition annealing. Wavelength-by-
wavelength analysis of the IR SE data revealed the reduction in the B–H bond densities
with increasing deposition substrate temperatures and post-deposition annealing. It is
also found that the optical band gaps of these B5C films are directly related to their
hydrogen concentration and an activation energy of 0.16 eV is found for the hydrogen
removal process in the PECVD B5C films.
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6. Conclusions
The research work reported in this dissertation was performed to better understand
the optical characteristics of the semiconducting boron carbide material and to aid in
the development of this material for neutron detection and other applications.
Spectroscopic ellipsometry investigation of the optical properties of the boron
carbide films in the mid-infrared spectral region showed that annealing at high
temperatures causes the loss of most of the hydrogen (83%) incorporated in the boron
carbide films during deposition. It was found that the hydrogen removal process
from the boron carbide films is not reversible. Annealing also caused a film thickness
reduction and structural changes in the boron carbide films by the formation of distinct
B–C and icosahedral signatures. The hydrogen content of the boron carbide films is
dependent both on the deposition substrate temperature and also on the deposition
length. The hydrogen content in the boron carbide films is reduced by ∼48.5% by
varying the deposition substrate temperature from 300 ◦C to 600 ◦C. Post-deposition
annealing has a similar effect as increasing the deposition substrate temperature has
on the infrared optical properties of the boron carbide films, with respect to the
reduction in intensity of the B–H bond vibration and the increase in intensity of the
B–C bond vibration.
Visible ellipsometry investigation indicated that as-deposited boron carbide films
have a large forbidden indirect band gap of 3.12 eV which is reduced very greatly to
1.52 eV upon high temperature annealing. The forbidden indirect band gap of the
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PECVD boron carbide material decreased with an increase in the deposition substrate
temperature and is attributed to the decreasing hydrogen content of the films with
increasing deposition substrate temperatures.
